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A small group of enthusiasts joined Ned Roberts on Sunday morning just shortly 

after breakfast for some tips on hybridizing spiders.  Ned kept us all enthralled for 

about two hours as we tried to pick up tips from him to make our hybridizing 

dreams come true.  Of course, most of the knowledge that Ned has came the 

tried and true way, by trial and error, hard work and toil.  We are all hoping that 

his work will help us to avoid making the same mistakes with ours.  Ned has a 

story to tell for just about every cross that he has ever made and many other 

stories from other hybridizers as well.  

 
So, what were some of the tips that we learned?  If you are going to begin 

hybridizing spiders, there are certain ones that will get you started and others 

that will likely be a waste of time.  

 

There are three types of KINDLY LIGHT out there, infertile, partially fertile and 

fertile.  Most crosses with KINDLY LIGHT look very similar to the parent and 

crosses with it have been used extensively by certain hybridizers.  In Ned's 

opinion, a better start is with SPIDER MIRACLE.  It makes narrower children than 

itself and it easily gives up its yellow colour to other dominant colours.  

 

GREEN WIDOW has children that are not always narrow but it easily gives up its 

colour and produces nice green throats.  SCARLET GOWN is a good red to use. 
SATIN'S CURLS has a consistent green throat.  CORAL CRAB produces a nice 

edge.  PINK WINDMILL is a good pink.  YABBA DABBA DOO produces 15 or more 

pods.  QUEEN OF HEARTS throws white edges but it leans so could likely be a 

bridge plant.  OPEN HEARTH for polytepals or that veined look.   CAT'S CRADLE 

gives up its colour.  PRAGUE SPRING is crispate with a recessive gray or white 

gene.  CERULEAN STAR is crispate.  Last but not least TALON is the one to get for 

that new look.  

 

Thanks Ned for your time and patience and dedication to the art of the spider. I 

know I enjoyed both of your talks immensely.  

  

 


